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ABSTRACT 
We characterize here linear recursions which imply a linear recursion with nonneg- 
ative coefficients. 
The purpose of this note is to characterize linear recursions which imply a 
linear recursion with nonnegative coefficients (see Theorem 5 below). 
We consider here polynomials over the complex field G. 
We denote by P the set of nonzero polynomials with nonnegative co- 
efficients. By Q we denote the set of all real polynomials of the form 
C”X” - Cylircixi, where n 2 1, c, > 0, and ci L 0 for all i. For a given 
a > 0, define 
Q(a) = {feR[x] : (x- a)fEQ}. 
Clearly, for a > 0, a polynomial C&ci xi in W[ X] with m 1 1 and c, # 0 
belongs to Q(a) if and only if co 2 0 and ci I aci+l for 0 s i < m. In 
particular, a nonzero polynomial P(X) is in Q(1) iff the sequence of coefi- 
cients of P(x) is nonnegative and increasing. Also we see that for 0 < a < b 
we have Q(a) G Q(b). We have Q(0) = Q and Q(a) c P for all a > 0. 
If f(x) = C”P - C~~~cixi is a polynomial in Q and not all the coeffi- 
cients ci for 0 s i I n - 1 are 0, then f has a unique positive root (in this 
note positive means strictly positive). Denoting this root by r, we have by 
definition f~ (x - r)Q(r) [that is, f/( r - r) E Q(r)]. Thus the set of all 
polynomials in Q which are not monomials equals lJ,,,,( x - r)Q( r). 
Obviously, for any positive integer k, if P(x) E Q, then P( rk) E Q. 
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LEMMA 1. Let P(x) be a polynomial in Q such that P(0) + 0 and 
P(x) = F( xk) with k 2 1 maximal. Assume that r is a positive root of P. Then: 
(1) For any root cx of P( x), r 2 1 a ( . 
(2) lf Q is a root of P( x) with 1 CY ) = r, then Q is a simple root and o/r is 
a kth root of unity (that is, ok = r k). 
(3) If P( r) = P( r-e) = 0, where & = 1 with d L 1 minimal, then P(x) has 
no roots of the form SW where 0 < s < r and ud = 1. 
Proof. (1) follows from [2, Theorem (27,1)]. 
(2): We may assume that P(x) is manic. Consider the companion matrix A 
of the polynomial P( x) = xn - CrLi’ci xi, 
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Since P(x) is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A, (2) follows from 
the Frobenius-Perron theorem (see e.g. [l, Chapter XIII, $2, Theorem 21). 
In (3), since d is minimal, it divides k, so C.C~ = 1. The polynomial P’ has a 
unique positive root, namely rk, so (3) follows. H 
LEMMA 2. Let al,..., a, be positive real numbers, and let fi E Q(ai) for 
0 s i 5 s. Then II~,,fiEQ(C~=la,). 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case s = 2. Let f E Q( a), g E Q(b), 
where a and b are positive real numbers. Let f(x) = C~zocixi, g(x) = 
cj”,odjxj, where c, > 0 and d, > 0. We may assume m I n. Let f( x)g( x) 
= c r=++ok x k. Let 0 I r < m + n. If r < n, then 
e, = c cid,_i 5 c bcidr+l_i 5 be,+l. 
OciSmin(r,m) OSiSmin(r,m) 
Thus, e, 5 be,+l. 
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Now assume r z n. We have 
e,= C cid,_i s C bcidr+l-i + cr-“d, 
r--nli5m r--n<ilm 1 
sb 
( 
c cid r+l-i 
1 
+ acr-,+ld, 
r-n<isn 
cid r+l-i 
r+l -n~i~m 
= (a + b)e,+l. 
We conclude that fg E Q( a + b). H 
LEMMA 3. Let 01 be a complex number which is not real positive. Then a is 
a root of a polynomial in Q(r) for any r > 1 a I. 
Proof. Assume first that 1 a 1 = 1. Since 01 is not positive, we have 
(y = ei2*B for some 0 < 0 < 1. If 8 is rational, then am = 1 for some integer 
m 2 1. Since a # 1, a is a root of the polynomial ( xn’ - l)/( x - l), which is 
in Q(1) E Q(r). Now assume that 0 is irrational, so the set { eiznx8 : n a 
positive integer} is dense in the unit circle. Thus there is a positive integer m 
such that - i< cos(2m*O) < - &. Let /3 = a”‘. Thus /3 is a root of the 
polynomial 
f(r) := (x - fl)( x - p) = x2 - 2cos(2msO) + 1. 
The coefficients of f are positive, and we have 1 < r[ - 2 cos(2m7rO)] 
< r. Hence f~Q(r) E Q(rm), so ( x - r”‘)f( x) E Q. It follows that 
(xrn - r”‘)f( x”) E Q. Let 
g(r) = “, I :,f(x”‘). 
We have g(a) = 0 and gEQ(r). 
In the general case we may assume that (Y # 0. By the previous part of the 
proof, since r > ) a 1, there is a polynomial g in Q(r/ ) a I) such that 
g(a/ 1011) = 0. Set f(x) = g(x/ I al). Thus f(a) = 0. Also 
so that (x - r)f( x) E Q, that is, f~ Q(r). 1 
LEMMA 4. Any polynomial P(x) of positive degree and with no positive 
roots divides a polynomial in Q(r) for any positive number r > 
mux{ I cx I : P( (Y) = 0). In particular P(x) divides a polynomial in P. 
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Proof Replacing P(x) by P( ) rx , we may assume that r = 1 (cf. the proof 
of Lemma 3). Also we may assume that P(x) is manic: P(x) = IIy=,( x - czi). 
There is a positive integer N such that ( a: 1 < l/n for every 1 5 i I n. By 
Lemma 3, for any i, CY~ is a root of a polynomial fi in Q(l/n). By Lemma 2, 
the polynomial f := II,“,,f, is in Q(1). Thus (x - l)f( xx) E Q, and so also 
(XN- I)f( xN) E Q. Now P(x) divides f( xN), so it divides the polynomial 
(1 +x+ *.. +x ‘-‘)f( xN), which is in Q(1). n 
It follows from the previous lemma that any polynomial in P divides 
a polynomial in Q. This can be seen directly as follows: if ca, . . . , c, are 
positive numbers, then the polynomial E~=aci xi divides the polynomial 
(c,x”)2 - (Crlr,icixi)2, which is in Q. 
THEOREM 5. Let a,,..., ak be given complex numbers, and let P(x) be 
the polynomial xk - a1 xk-l - * * . - ak. Then conditions ( A), (B) and (C) 
below are equivalent: 
(A) Any infinite sequence (u,),~~ of complex numbers which satisfies the 
recursion 
Un+k = alu,+k-l + a2u,+k_2 + “’ +aku, 
for n 1 0 satisfies also a linear recursion with nonnegative coefficients. 
(B) The polynomial P(x) divides a polynomial in Q. 
(C) In case the polynomial P(x) has a positive root r, then all conditions 
(l)-(4) below are satisfmd: 
(1) r 1 1 0 1 for any root a of P( x); 
(2) ifloll= f r or some root c~ of P( x). then o/r is a root of unity; 
(3) all roots of P( x) with absolute value r are simple; 
(4) ifP(r) = P(rc) = 0, where E k = 1 with k > 1 minimal, then P(x) has 
no roots of the form so where 0 < s < r and ak = 1. 
Proof. (A) a (B): Let g(x) = xkP(l/x) = 1 - alx - *.. - akxk. As is 
well known, a sequence (uJn> o in @ satisfies the linear recursion in (A) if and 
only if the formal power series g( x)(~~zOu,x”) is a polynomial of degree 
< k. Thus the sequence given by the power series l/g satisfies a linear 
recursion with nonnegative coefficients 
U n+m = blu,+,-l + b2u,+,-2 + - - * +b,u, 
for n 2 0. Let h(x) = 1 - b, x - * * * - b,x’“, so h/g is a polynomial. Since 
bi 2 0 for all i, we obtain that P(x) divides a polynomial in Q. 
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(B) * (A): In case P(r) divides a polynomial h(x) = xm - C~=~‘cixi in Q, 
then the sequence (u,),~ a satisfies the recursion with nonnegative coeffi- 
cients 
%+rn = c1u,+,_1 + c2u,+,_2 + -0. +c,u, 
and so condition (A) holds. 
(B) * (C) follows from Lemma 1. 
(C) * (B): If P(x) h as no positive roots, apply Lemma 4. Assume that P(x) 
has a positive root r. Let m be the minimal integer which satisfies E”’ = 1 for 
any root of unity E which satisfies P( TE) = 0. Let P(x) = IIfzl( x - cri), and 
assume that for some n < k we have 1 ai 1 = r iff i 1 n. 
Set PI(x) = (r - r”)II~~~(x - cx?). S’ mce all roots of P(x) of the form r.e 
are simple, it follows that P(x) 1 P1( xm). Also, PI(x) satisfies conditions (l)-(4). 
Moreover, r * is a root of I’~( x), and rm > 1 a I for any root 01 of P1( x) which 
is different from r”‘. Replacing P by P,, we may assume that P(x) has a 
positive root r such that r > I a I for all roots cr # r of P(x). In this case set 
P,(x) = P(x)/(x - r). By L emma 4, PO(x) divides a polynomial in Q(r) and 
so P(x) divides a polynomial in Q. n 
In Theorem 5(C), we see that there are no restrictions in case P(x) has no 
positive roots. In case it does, the positive root r is unique. In particular, if 
P(r) = P( -r) = 0, where r > 0, then r and -r are the only real roots of 
P(x), and they are both simple.Clearly, in Theorem 5(C), we may assume just 
that the given recursion is satisfied for n >> 0 and still get an equivalent 
condition. 
As seen from the proof above, if we are given a recursion as in Theorem 5, 
satisfying condition (C) and with all the coefficients ai in a subring R of @ 
which is closed under complex conjugation, then this recursion implies a 
recursion with nonnegative coefficients belonging to R. In particular, we can 
take R = @$ or W = Z. 
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